Treadmills

DESIGNED
WITH YOUR

HOME
IN MIND

A home workout experience
as natural as the outdoors
When we introduced the ﬁrst cushioned treadmill in 1990, we knew that we would
forever be changing the face of treadmill technology. More than twenty years later, we
continue to push the envelope with our treadmills by focusing on advancements that help
you exercise longer and get in better shape.
Our high-quality construction comes with patented technologies that reduce stress on your
body, helping put you on a better path to achieve your workout goals. From shock absorbers that
provide more impact absorption than other treadmills, to a calibrated belt speed that harmonizes
with your foot speed, you get an exercise experience that in many ways exceeds what you’d find
outdoors. Just adjust the console settings to get the speciﬁc workout you're after. You’re in control to
keep going, accelerating, and moving the way you want through life.
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Treadmills

Forged to ﬁt your lifestyle
A Precor treadmill just plain feels different. Whether you’re
training for a marathon or recovering from an injury, our patented
treadmill technology offers such a smooth workout that you may
never want to hit "stop."
A superior, low-impact workout
When you run outdoors, the earth provides you with rock-solid stability.
While this helps you push your feet off the ground, it also stresses your
joints and back, tiring you and diminishing your workout results. With
our patented Ground Effects® Impact Control (GFX®), we one-up
Mother Nature and other treadmills by striking the perfect balance
between absorption and support, inducing a smooth, natural
running motion that reduces joint stress and minimizes fatigue.
Shock absorbers at the front of the deck offer extra cushioning
that absorb impact based on your height and weight. At the
same time, a solid surface at the rear of the deck makes it easy
to push off, reducing fatigue while helping to prevent injury.
Moving the way you move
Your footstep has a unique pattern of acceleration and
deceleration. With our Integrated Footplant™
Technology (IFT), our treadmill continually registers
your foot speed, checking the motor speed up to 710
times per second to match the natural movements of
your step. The adjustments reduce joint and shoe
discomfort common with other treadmills that
interrupt, rather than support, your running stride.

E

A Heart Rate Monitoring

Maximize your workout results whether you
walk or run with touch and telemetry heart
rate monitoring*.

B SmartRate®

Easily stay in your fat burn, cardio or peak
target heart rate zone with SmartRate.

C Preset Programs

Tailor your workouts to your fitness goals,
stay challenged and add variety, with preset
programs. Select models have runner
speciﬁc programs such as 1 mile, 5K, 10K
and Heart Rate Control.

Committed to help you achieve
We focus on creating the rarest of treadmills – one that matches both your
active lifestyle and home décor. Our sophisticated engineering and thoughtful
design sets the stage for invigorating workouts that keep you motivated and
moving toward your fitness goals. A low step-up height accented by smooth
lines and a subtle brown color palette blend naturally into your home. And with
special features such as Password Protect, you can prevent unintended use.
With our durable, low-impact treadmill you get all the essential features to
help you reach your ﬁtness goals. No matter what the reason may be for your
working out, Precor is with you every step of the way.

D User IDs

Enter and store personal preferences in User
IDs, to quickly retrieve for future workouts.
Select models track your PBRs. The 9.35
includes a Workout Log and Pacer feature.
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E 3.0 HP Continuous Duty Motor

Our powerful motor runs cool and quiet,
providing plenty of power and torque when
you want it.

*9.31 has Telemetry only. 9.23 has Touch only.
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Treadmills

Features:
For more information about our
treadmills visit Precor.com.

Shock Absorption
Stride Support
Heart Rate Monitoring
SmartRate®
Chest Strap Transmitter
Decline/Incline
Speed
Number of Programs
User IDs
Belt Dimensions
Equipment Dimensions
Equipment Weight
Other
Power
Warranty

9.35 Treadmill
Ground Eﬀects® Impact Control System
Integrated Footplant Technology™
Touch/Telemetry
Yes
Yes
-2% decline to 15% incline
0.5 to 12 mph/.8 - 19.3 kph
23
4
22” W X 56” L /56 cm W X 142 cm L
79” L x 34” W x 56” H
204 cm L x 86 cm W x 142 cm H
335 lbs./152 kg.
Workout Log, Pacer, PBR Tracking, Tap Control™
Plug in 120 VAC/240 VAC
Lifetime frame & welds;
10 years parts and wear items; 1 year labor

9.33 Treadmill
Ground Eﬀects® Impact Control System
Integrated Footplant Technology™
Touch/Telemetry
Yes
Yes
0% to 15% incline
0.5 to 12 mph/.8 - 19.3 kph
16
2
22” W X 56” L /56 cm W X 142 cm L
79” L x 34” W x 56” H
204 cm L x 86 cm W x 142 cm H
335 lbs./152 kg.
PBR Tracking
Plug in 120 VAC/240 VAC
Lifetime frame & welds;
10 years parts and wear items; 1 year labor

